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ABSTRACT

A new atomic force microscopeincorporatingmicrofabricatedcantilevers and employing

laser beam deflection for force detectionhas been constructedand is being applied to

studies of biologicalmaterial. In this study,T4 bacteriophage virus particleswere

deposited from solutiononto electronicgrade flat siliconwafers and imaged in air with

the microscope.Microliterdropletsof the solutionwere deposited and either allowed to

dry or removed with blottingpaper. The images show both isolatedviruses an_

aggregates of varioussizes. The external structure as well as strandsbelieved to be

DNA streamingout of the viruscould be observed.The constructionof the microscope

and its performance are also described.

INTRODUCTION

Both the scanning tunneling and atomic force microscopes (STM and AFM) have been

used to image a wide range of biologicalstructures. In the case of the STM, the
R

requirementof electrical conductivityhas limitedobservationsto metallized specimens

, or to very thin samples. The abilityof the AFM to image non-conductiveobjects in air or

in buffer solutionhas made it an attractiveinstrument for biolo_icalimaging [1-4].



The T4 virusis a well known bacteriophagewhich infectsthe E. coil bacteria. According

to TEM observations[5] of the T4 usingmetalshadowingtechniques, the virus consists

of an icosahedralshaped head approximately1000 A in diameter filled with DNA and a

tail sheath of similar lengthbut smaller diameter.Attachedto the end of the tail section

are a number of tail fibers a few A in diameter and about 1500 A in length.Because of its
tl

readily identifiableshape and size, the T4 virusis a good candidate for AFM

observation. In previousstudies, STM images of metal coated T7 bacteriophages

(similarto the T4) have been obtained [6] and the metallized virus particleshave been

used [7] as a size standard for STM calibrationpurposes.The virus,to our knowledge,

has not previouslybeen observed with the AFM in its natural,uncoated form.

In the paper we describe a new AFM which we have constructed and illustrateits

capabilities and performance. As an application of its use in the imaging of biological

material, we present images of uncoatedT4 virus particles depositedon fiat silicon

wafers. These images show boththe shape of the virus as seen by the AFM and the

presence of DNA strandsreleased from the virus.

EXPERIMENTAL

Instrumentation

Ali measurements were performed usingan AFM constructed by us and shown in Fig. 1.

The microscope,similartootherrecentlypublisheddesigns[8,9],employsa
I

microfabricatedcantilever[I0]withan integratedtipand an opticallevertodetectthe

cantilevermotion.The sampleismountedon theend ofa piezoelectrictubescanner

with4 segme;Itedelectrodeswhichprovidesa rasterscan inthex and y directions
I

togetherwithmotioninthesurfacenormal_z)direction.



Light from a laser diode [11] is focusedon the end of the cantilever and reflected into a

4-segment photodiode[12]. The cantilever motionis sensed by combining(via addition

and subtraction)the opticalsignalsfromthe 4 segments in pairs in such a way as to

detect the opticalbeam deflection in two orthogonaldirections.One direction
:)

corresponds to motionof the cantilever normalto the sample surface and the other to a

twistingof the cantileverdue to frictionalforces encounteredduring the scan. The latter

can be recorded along with the normal image as a measure of these frictionalforces

[13].

The microscopecan be operated in either the constantheight or constant force mode. In

the former, the cantileverdeflection is recorded with the piezo,maintainedat a fixed z

during the scan, whereas in the latter, the cantileverdeflection and hence the force is

maintainedconstant by feeding the deflection signalback to the z-direction piezo

supply.The constantforce mode was used in ali of the images in this report.The

electronicsand computer controlsoftware is similarto that employed in STM

instrumentationwe have developed and is describedelsewhere [14].

Sample preparation

The virus samples were depositedon substrates made from polished siliconwafers of

• semiconductor grade. Such wafers have been found [15] to be flat to withina few A over

areas of several thousandA. In addition,the SiO2surface of the wafers is similarto

glass to which proteinsand other biologicalsamples are known to adhere. Priorto use,

the wafers were cleaved to an appropriate size and cleaned with an H2SO4/H202 etch

(piranha) to remove organiccontaminants.



T4 virus particles were obtained [16] suspended in a saline solution at an initial

concentration estimated to be about 1014viruses/ml. A number of techniques were

investigated to deposit the virus onto the Si substrates. Direct deposit of the saline virus

solution was found to be unsatisfactory because of the excessive salt residue left

behind. Better results were obtained by dialyzing the saline virus solution against
f

distilled water to remove most of the salt. The resulting nearly salt-free solution was then

diluted to an estimated 1012/mlbefore application. Droplets of virus solution (0.5 - 1.0 ILl)

placed on the Si and allowed to dry tended to aggregate into small spots. However, in

the regions near these spots, appropriate regions of suitable concentration for imaging

could be found.

Virus samples were also prepared [17] by the following method: a 0.5 to 1.0 ILldeposit of

the dialyzed virus solution was deposited on the Si surface, forming a droplet about 1

mm in diameter. The vi,us particles were allowed to settle for about half a minute, after

which the droplet was dried by wicking it from one edge with Whatman filter paper. The

effect of the wicking is to cause the water to rush towards the filter paper, leaving a

fraction of the viruses behind. This sudden onrush of liquid is believed [17] to shock the

viruses, tipping them over and causing a fraction of them to spill out their DNA in the

streaming direction.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Performance of AFM

The noise sources affectingthe optical beam deflectionAFM have been discussed by

Meyer and Amer [13], who have derived an expression for the contributionclueto shot

noise in the diode detector. For our laser with its beam waist diameter of about 10 _m,



cantilever lengthof 100 _m and reflected laser power of approximately 50 I_Winto each

half of the diode detector, their calculationyields a shot noisecontribution

correspondingto _.=10-3 A/q-R"_. With the cantilever in contactwith a silicontest

surface and the feedback loop in operation,we measured the noise spectrum using an

FFT power _pectrum analysisbuilt intoour microscopecontrol software. The results,

shownin Fig. 2, are in reasonable agreement withthe estimated noisecontribution from

the shoteffect for frequenciesabove 1000 Hz. At lower frequenciesthe noise increases

approximatelyas l/f, due to environmentalnoise and pointinginstabilitiesof the laser

beam. The total averaged noise over ouroperatingbandwidthof 5 kHz is 0.75 A. The

observed noise level during an actual scan is slightly larger.

Figure 3 _hows an atomic resolution image of a cleaved mica surface taken in air with a

with a cantilever force of ~5x10-8 N. Rather large corrugations of 5 A peak-to-peak were

observed. This enhancement is likely a result [18] of the elasticity of the mica structure or

an artifact arising from a twisting of the cantilever due to frictional forces. The average

spacing of the holes between atoms is about 5.5 A although the distortion of the

hexagonal lattice seen is somewhat larger than previously observed [4] for mica with the

AFM. Although our AFM was calibrated using a replica grating with a period of 2780 A,

calibration errors for this small scan area could be present.

7"4 bacteriophage observations

Examples of T4 virus images seen in air are shown in Fig. 4. The samples were
t

prepared as described above by depositing0.5 ILlof dialyzed T4 solutionat a

concentrationof 1012/ml on the siliconsubstrateand, after waiting 30 sec., removingthe

liquid by wicking from one edge. In Fig. 4a, which shows a single uncoated specimen

prepared in this manner, the head and tail structuresof the virus can plainlybe seen.

5



Anotherexample in which the head and tail of the virusare clearly in evidence is shown

in Fig. 4b. Because of the pyramidalshape of the cantilevertips and the heightof the

virus,the images obtainedare actuallya convolutionof the two shapes. As a resultof

this tip shape effect, the lateraldimensionsof the virus images are somewhat larger than

those seen in TEM studies.

Figures4c and d show images of the viruses in which longstrandsapproximately35 A

in heightand 160 ._ in widthcan be seen. (In order to providesufficientcontrastto reveal

these relatively small structures, a simulatedlightsource has been provided,producing

a shadow at 10 degre,_,sto the horizon.)The strandsare believed to be bundlesof DNA

which have streamed out of viruseswhich have lysed due to osmoticshock or surface

tension forces generated during the sample preparationprocess. Bundlesof DNA

streamingout of the virusare also seen [17] in TEM images of viruses shocked by the

filter wickingtechnique. In mostof the images inwhich such DNA bundlescan be seen,

the viruses themselves are deformed in shape and rarely more than 450 A in height,

whereas the intactviruses have heightson the order of 1000 A, retaintheir characteristic

shape and do nothave DNA associated withthem. These observationsare consistent

with the idea that, in the normalvirus,the DNA is packed intothe head giving it sufficient

rigidityfor AFM observation.On the other hand, in the lysed virus, the head is collapsed

and non-rigidin structure.Lysedviruses are seen in TEM images as hollowedout shells

and are often referredto as ghosts.

t

SUMMARY

t

A new AFM employingmicrofabricatedcantilevers has been constructed and used to

image, in air, T4 bacteriophagesdeposited on flat siliconsubstrates. Both intact viruses

which retain their characteristicshape and lysedviruses which appear deformed and

6
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flattened out are seen. In the case of the lysed viruses, bundles of DNA can be seen

streaming out from the viral heads. In spite of the large transverse forces generated

during imaging, the DNA strands were not swept away, probably due to the large

number of strands likely present in each bundle. Individual isolated strands of DNA were

not seen on the silicon. To image isolated DNA strands on silicon, attachment via.r

deposited films with appropriately modified surfaces and operation of the microscope

under appropriate liquids to reduce the interaction forces will probably be necessary as

recently reported [19].
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Cross-sectionalview of AFM head showing majorcomponents.

Fig. 2 AFM noise power spectrum.The noisevoltage was measured at the output of the

feedback loop, Fouriertransformedto obtain the power spectrum and converted

to A/'q-H"z usingthe z-piezo voltagecalibration.

Fig. 3 Atomic resolutionimage of cleaved mica surface.

Fig. 4 AFM images of T4 bacteriopnages deposited on silicon: in (a) and (b) 3D

perspective views of intact virusesand in (c) and (d) imaQesof lysed viruseswith

long strandsbelieved to be bundlesof DNA ab'eshown.
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